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PLEASE THANK OUR SPONSORS!
BECAUSE WITHOUT THEM WE WOULD ALL JUST BE RE-WATCHING "TIGER KING" RIGHT NOW

PRESENTING SILVER

c r imeHQ.com

TAG YOUR POSTS WITH
#CCHOUSEARREST

facebook.com/crimecon

@CrimeConHQ

@CrimeCon

To say this year has been challenging is, as many of you surely know
firsthand, a vast understatement. Team CrimeCon was crushed to
cancel our live CC20 Orlando event as we watched the pandemic
disrupt over a year of planning, and we know many of you were as well.
Your encouragement and support have kept our spirits up as we
pivoted to this new world of virtual events.
As difficult as this year has been for us, we know it's been much worse for
many of you. House Arrest is our "lemons into lemonade" moment and
we are tremendously grateful to our speakers, guests, and podcasters
that have met this challenge with positivity and enthusiasm.

To those of you who have lost loved ones or faced hardship, please know
that our hearts are with you. We hope this event serves as a much-
needed day of distraction from an otherwise chaotic year.

-Team CrimeCon



EVERYTHING IS BIGGER IN TEXAS BUT THIS IS GOING TO BE ENORMOUS



Ingredients:
1/3 cup powdered peanut butter

1/2 tsp. baking powder

2 1/2 tbsp. (1 - 2 large) egg whites or fat-free liquid egg substitute

2 tbsp. unsweetened vanilla almond milk

1/4 tsp. vanilla extract

1 tbsp. mini semi-sweet chocolate chips

Directions:
Spray a microwave-safe mug with nonstick spray. 

Add powdered peanut butter and baking powder. Mix well.

Add egg whites/substitute, almond milk, and vanilla extract.

Mix until uniform. 

Fold in 2 tsp. chocolate chips. Top with remaining 1 tsp.

chocolate chips, and lightly press to adhere.

Microwave for 1 minute, or until set.

Ingredients:
1/2 cup frozen riced cauliflower, cooked and drained

2 tbsp. whole-wheat flour

1 1/2 tbsp. (about 1 large) egg white or fat-free liquid egg substitute

1 tbsp. grated Parmesan cheese

1/2 tsp. baking powder

Dash Italian seasoning

2 tbsp. marinara sauce

1 stick light string cheese, chopped or shredded

4 pieces turkey pepperoni, chopped

FOLLOW ALONG WITH LISA LILLIENFOLLOW ALONG WITH LISA LILLIEN
& JOSH MANKIEWICZ DURING& JOSH MANKIEWICZ DURING

"DATELINE DEEP DISH" AS THEY"DATELINE DEEP DISH" AS THEY
WHIP UP THIS DELICIOUS TREAT!WHIP UP THIS DELICIOUS TREAT!

“Just for Josh” Chocolate Peanut Butter Cake Mug

“Date with Dateline” Deep-Dish Cauliflower Pizza Bowl

Directions:
In a wide microwave-safe mug or small bowl sprayed with nonstick spray, combine cauliflower,

flour, egg white/substitute, Parm, baking powder, and Italian seasoning.

Mix thoroughly, and press to form the crust.  Microwave for 1 1/2 minutes, or until set.

Top with sauce, chopped/shredded cheese, and chopped pepperoni. 

Microwave for 30 - 40 seconds, or until cheese has melted.

BONUS RECIPE FOR
YOUR DATES WITH

DATELINE!

BONUS RECIPE FOR
YOUR DATES WITH

DATELINE!



There is a small group of missing, murdered, and unidentified people from across the country who are all linked by a single commonality –
the Grateful Dead, an iconic band with a subset of devoted fans dubbed “Dead Heads.” One fan died in a car accident and went unidentified
for 20 years, one was murdered and left in a ditch, and numerous others mysteriously disappeared and continue to remain missing to this
day. Join “Dead and Gone” hosts Payne Lindsey and Jake Brennan as they discuss this true crime music mystery set in the world of Jerry
Garcia’s psychedelic rock band, and how their investigation led them down a shocking path to hopefully solve one particular case that may
have put an innocent man in jail and sentenced to death for a 1985 double murder of two Grateful Dead fans in Berkeley, California.

How different would your life be if you could get information out of anyone? 
What if you could get your teenager to confess to sneaking out or your partner to 'fess up about your Christmas gift?
What if you could learn how to do it from one of the best interrogators in law enforcement? Throughout his career as a Houston Police
Department detective and expert interrogator, Fil Waters boasted a 96 percent solve rate. Of those, he solved a staggering 90 percent through
successful confessions. In a CrimeCon first, Waters is going to show CrimeCon: House Arrest viewers the art of the interrogation. Tune in and
learn how interrogators extract confessions as Det. Waters reviews and analyzes one of his most interesting interrogations, breaking down
his methods and techniques every step of the way!

FIL WATERS
THE ART OF INTERROGATION

Q: What's cookin' in the Dateline kitchen on Nov. 21?
A: Healthy and easy treats to warm your true crime heart (and your Dateline mug) all year long!
Josh Mankiewicz, honorary Mayor of CrimeCon, will join true crime superfan and food guru Lisa Lillien (a.k.a. Hungry Girl) to whip up a fun,
easy, and good-for-you recipe. Along the way, Lisa will ask Josh all of the things she's wanted to know about Dateline.

“DEAD & GONE”: UNCOVERING THE STORY BEHIND MISSING AND MURDERED GRATEFUL DEAD FANS
PAYNE LINDSEY & JAKE BRENNAN with LAUREN COX

STAGE 1
11a ET

STAGE 2
11a ET

DATELINE DEEP DISH STAGE 1
11:50a ETJOSH MANKIEWICZ & LISA LILLIEN

ABC News’ Chief National Correspondent Matt Gutman sits down with Jessie Buttafuoco, daughter of infamous parents Mary Jo and Joey
Buttafuoco. Nearly three decades ago then 17-year-old Amy Fisher – dubbed “Long Island Lolita” by the media – shot Jessie's mother, Mary Jo,
on her front porch following an affair with Jessie’s father, Joey. Jessie opens up to Matt about her unbelievable journey, reflecting on the
tragic shooting that turned into a tabloid media sensation, her mom’s remarkable recovery, overcoming and surviving the media scrutiny,
persevering despite the odds, and her life today. Join Jessie Buttafuoco for a live Q&A after the session! ABC News’ “20/20” is an award-
winning primetime program anchored by David Muir and Amy Robach. A proven leader in the long-form newsmagazine for over 40 years,
“20/20” features hard-hitting investigative reports; in-depth coverage of high profile trials; unforgettable, character-driven stories; and
exclusive newsmaker interviews.

STAGE 2
11:50a ET JESSIE BUTTAFUOCO & MATT GUTMAN with AMANDA KARRH

ABC 20/20 presents GROWING UP BUTTAFUOCO

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS





The path to justice is plagued with varied failures and biases. In this session, Nancy Grace will shine a light on many cases that made an
impact on her including the recent case of U.S. Army soldier Vanessa Guillén who went missing from Fort Hood this past spring. Nancy will
delve into all of the circumstances that illustrate the inconsistencies in the legal system. She also focuses on the ways law enforcement and
victims’ families forge a path forward in seeking justice. Join Nancy as she breaks down the injustices of this tragic case and stick around
for a LIVE Q&A after her session.

STAGE 1
12:25p ET

OXYGEN presents INJUSTICE with NANCY GRACEPRESENTED BY

NANCY GRACE

Dr. Lee has been a fixture in true crime news and entertainment, featured in The Staircase, Forensic Files, The Case of:JonBenet Ramsey, and
in his own series: Trace Evidence: The Case Files of Dr. Henry Lee. He has lent nearly fifty years of forensic expertise to recognizable cases
such as the death of Caylee Anthony, the trial of O.J. Simpson, the death of Laci Peterson, and the September 11 terrorist attacks. He has
authored or co-authored over 40 books on forensic science, crime scene investigation, and crime scene reconstruction. In this session, Dr.
Lee will reveal what actually happened behind the scenes of one of his most high-profile cases, the trial of Michael Peterson.

STAGE 2
12:25p ET

BEHIND THE (CRIME) SCENES: THE MICHAEL PETERSON CASE
DR. HENRY LEE

In the United States alone, there are nearly 40,000 open cases in which the victim of a violent crime remains unidentified and loved ones
are never returned to their families. These victims are called Jane or John Doe, and they become cold cases. There can be no justice for
them or their families— but one Jane Doe is getting a second look that could change everything. Joined by Oxygen.com correspondent
Stephanie Gomulka, renowned crime scene investigator Yolanda McClary heads to CrimeCon: House Arrest to give an exclusive new look
at her upcoming Oxygen special “The Jane Doe Murders” and walk through how she and her team are working alongside local authorities
to help identify victims and potentially uncover clues that can help open new roads in their case.

STAGE 1
1:00p ET

LUNCH BREAK WITH YOLANDA: THE JANE DOE MURDERS
YOLANDA McCLARY 

PRESENTED BY

STAGE 2
1:00p ET

If there's one thing we've learned about CrimeCon fans, it's this: you know your stuff! We simply couldn't let this opportunity pass without
putting your true crime knowledge to the test in a fun and interactive way that viewers won't want to miss! Rebekah Sebastian is the perfect
example of an entrepreneur who turned a passion into a living! Rebekah created and hosts YELLOW TAPE, a true-crime-themed, live trivia
show that puts even the most obsessive true crime fan to the test. She also hosts DIE-ALOGUE: A True Crime Conversation podcast. If you've
ever been to a live CrimeCon event, you know that we like to keep the action going all. day. long. So while we do have a lunch break built into
the House Arrest schedule, we won't let you go bored for thirty minutes! Rebekah will host a half-hour real-time true crime trivia show while
you refill your wine, but pay attention; you never know what may happen!

REBEKAH SEBASTIAN
LIVE: TRUE CRIME TRIVIA BREAK WITH YELLOW TAPE

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS





BEHIND THE (CRIME) SCENES: THE MICHAEL
PETERSON CASE

STAGE 2STAGE 1TIME

= INCLUDES LIVE Q&A

11:10a

12:25p

2:15p

4:35p

THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME6:40p

PLATFORM OPENS. VISIT EXPO BOOTHS, PODCAST ROW, AND JOIN THE ‘MYSTERY MINGLE.'

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

PODCAST ROW OPEN

“DEAD & GONE”: UNCOVERING THE STORY BEHIND
MISSING AND MURDERED GRATEFUL DEAD FANS

INJUSTICE with NANCY GRACE

LUNCH BREAK WITH YOLANDA:
THE JANE DOE MURDERS

PAYNE LINDSEY & JAKE BRENNAN with LAUREN COX
FIL WATERS

JOSH MANKIEWICZ & LISA LILLIEN
DATELINE DEEP DISH ABC 20/20 presents GROWING UP BUTTAFUOCO

DR. HENRY LEE

YOLANDA McCLARY REBEKAH SEBASTIAN

LIVE: TRUE CRIME TRIVIA BREAK
WITH YELLOW TAPE

COLD JUSTICE: DELIVERING
JUSTICE KELLY SIEGLER, STEVE SPINGOLA, 

BILLY JENSEN & DR. CASEY JORDAN

SUSPECT PROFILES: FINDING FAITH
HEDGEPETH'S KILLER

JASON HANSON
ESCAPE, EVADE, SURVIVE

DEBORAH BRADLEY, JEREMY IRWIN, CYNTHIA SHORT, ANGIE
RICONO, JIM SPELLMAN, with  SUSAN HENDRICKS

REAL LIFE NIGHTMARE: VANISHED FROM
THE CRIB presented by HLN

ABUSE OF POWER: A DEEP DIVE INTO
LAW ENFORCEMENT ETHICS

"I CAN'T BREATHE"

DAVID RUDOLF & SONYA PFEIFFER with SHAUN HITTLE &
ROSS DINERSTEIN

DR. MICHAEL BADEN

WHO KILLED BABY LINDBERGH? ID presents: WHO KILLED THE LYON SISTERS?
LINDA KENNEY BADEN SGT. CHRIS HOMROCK, DET. KATIE LEGGETT, &  MARK

BOWDEN, with SARA KOZAK

BREAK CHRIS WATTS: BREAKING DOWN THE LIES
MARK McCLISH

SA
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10:00a 

11:00a YOU ARE NOW UNDER HOUSE ARREST!!  TIPS & TRICKS TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE DAY.

THE ART OF INTERROGATION

11:50a

1:00p

1:30p

3:00p

3:50p

5:15p

6:00p DATELINE presents: LEAN IN & LISTEN UP HOW WE DIE: DEBUNKING THE MYTHS
ABOUT STRANGULATION DEATHS
DR. BILL SMOCK

KEITH MORRISON & JOSH MANKIEWICZ

BAD MEDICINE: PRESCRIPTION FOR CRIME
DAN "THE PHARMACIST" SCHNEIDER & CHARLOTTE BISMUTHPAUL HOLES

PRESENTED BY

PRESENTED BY

PRESENTED BY

NANCY GRACE

ALL TIMES EASTERN

 ABBEY ABBONDANDOLO, & GERRAD HALL

JESSIE BUTTAFUOCO & MATT GUTMAN with AMANDA KARRH
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SHERYL McCOLLUM, KARYN GREER, and SPECIAL GUESTS

STAGESESSIONTIME

8:00p

PODCASTTIME

VISIT "EXPO & PODS" FOR PODCAST ROW!

6:15p CRAWLSPACE/MISSING MAURA MURRAY

8:45p 

8:15p  

8:00p 

STANDARD+ AND PLATINUM VIP EVENTS

Friday Night Stage

Meet other attendees (and maybe some familiar faces!)

Martinis & Murder hosts Daryn Carp and John Thrasher
Friday Night Stage

Networking

WELCOME

MYSTERY MINGLE

WINE & CRIME with SHERYL McCOLLUM

CRIME SCENE RECONSTRUCTION WORKSHOP:
PUTTING THE PUZZLE TOGETHER

VIP STAGE
PLATINUM VIPs ONLY

DR. HENRY LEE

11:45a
11:15a

S
A
TU

R
D
A
Y

CRIME AFTER CRIME
VICTIMOLOGY

PODCAST STUDIO

2:45p

5:15p VOICES FOR JUSTICE
5:45p CRIMINAL CONDUCT

4:15p WHO KILLED. . .?

4:45p SINISTERHOOD

PLEASE CHECK YOUR INBOX AND SPAM FOLDERS
TO LEARN HOW TO SIGN UP FOR THE SNAPPED:

500 WAYS TO ESCAPE SOLVE ROOMS.

Experiences run every 30 minutes from 1p-6p and
7-8p. After preregistration any open spots will be

posted in the event platform on Saturday.

WE WANT TO SEE YOUR CRIMECON: 
HOUSE ARREST SETUP!

TAG YOUR SNACK SPREAD, PARTNERS
IN CRIME, BLANKET FORT, ETC. WITH

#CCHOUSEARREST



Cold Justice follows veteran prosecutor Kelly Siegler who partners with seasoned detectives to dig into murder cases that have lingered for
years without justice. With Kelly in Texas, Steve Spingola in Wisconsin and Abbey Abbondandolo in Idaho, this trio will be teaming up virtually
for the first time in months to go  behind the tape and talk about the cases they will never forget, what drives them to uncover the truth and
share their best stories from the road. Since visiting CrimeCon last year, the Cold Justice team, working alongside local law enforcement,
has helped generate more arrests, bringing their total tally up to 48 arrests and 21 convictions since the show launched in 2013. Steve
Spingola & Abbey Abbondandolo will conduct a live Q&A with fans after the session. The panel will be moderated by Entertainment Weekly’s
Senior TV Editor Gerrad Hall.

STAGE 1
1:30p ET

PRESENTED BY

True-crime investigative journalist Billy Jensen teams up with criminologist and behavioral analyst Dr. Casey Jordan to deep-dive into the
murder of University of North Carolina student Faith Hedgepeth in 2012. After Jensen provides a deep-dive into the case details, Dr. Jordan
will work through the suspect profile, using the evidence to provide key insights into the person or persons responsible. Breaking down the
crime scene, the victim’s movements, and the evidence that has been released over the ensuing years, Dr. Jordan will demonstrate how a
profile is created and what it can and cannot tell us about a suspect. After the profile is built a live Q&A will follow with Jensen and Dr. Jordan.

STAGE 2
1:30p ET

This session could literally save your life. Former CIA intelligence officer Jason Hanson is a powerful proponent and practitioner of personal
defense tools and techniques, all designed to protect you and your family in your daily lives, at home, and even while traveling. In this
CrimeCon: House Arrest session, Hanson will divulge the secrets behind life-saving tactical moves such as escaping from a bad guy's most
commonly used restraints: duct tape and zip ties. Even if you don’t plan on being kidnapped anytime soon you’ll also learn Jason’s #1 self-
defense tip every person should know, as well as how to quickly and easily burglar-proof your home. Have specific questions about
protecting yourself and your family? Jason will conduct a LIVE Q&A after his can't-miss session. The knowledge from this session alone is
worth the entire admission price!

STAGE 1
2:15p ET

It’s every parent’s worst nightmare and it happened nine years ago to Deborah Bradley and Jeremy Irwin, whose happy baby girl Lisa went
missing from her crib late at night in their Kansas City home. Stolen cell phones and a disturbing debit card charge on the parent’s account
only added to the mystery. No stone will be left unturned until this case is solved. This story will also be examined on the HLN Original Series
Real Life Nightmare airing Sunday, November 29 10pm ET/PT with a call to action: 816-474-TIPS.

STAGE 2
2:15p ET

COLD JUSTICE: DELIVERING JUSTICE

BILLY JENSEN & DR. CASEY JORDAN
SUSPECT PROFILES: FINDING FAITH HEDGEPETH'S KILLER

KELLY SIEGLER, STEVE SPINGOLA,  ABBEY ABBONDANDOLO, & GERRAD HALL

JASON HANSON
ESCAPE, EVADE, SURVIVE

DEBORAH BRADLEY, JEREMY IRWIN, CYNTHIA SHORT, ANGIE RICONO, JIM SPELLMAN, with  SUSAN HENDRICKS
REAL LIFE NIGHTMARE: VANISHED FROM THE CRIB presented by HLN

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS





Abuse of Power is a podcast from producer Campfire that identifies and discusses the various ways in which law enforcement and the U.S.
criminal justice system have victimized the very people they are supposed to protect: us. In the new show, David Rudolf, known globally for
his role as defense attorney for Michael Peterson in the Netflix docuseries The Staircase, teams up with his wife, award-winning journalist
and criminal defense attorney Sonya Pfeiffer, to scrutinize this abuse by spotlighting cases in which misconduct within the justice system
resulted in the imprisonment of innocent people. Together, David and Sonya will join private investigator Shaun Hittle and producer and
Campfire CEO Ross Dinerstein to look more closely at the facts behind one of their most heartbreaking episodes. 

STAGE 1
3:50p ET

Dr. Michael Baden, famed forensic pathologist and star of the HBO program Autopsy, takes a science-focused look at the headline-grabbing
plea “I can’t breathe.” Dr. Baden will break down exactly what happens when a victim is put in a chokehold with pressure applied to their back.
Using the 2014 death of NYC resident Eric Garner as a reference case, session attendees will learn how quickly death can occur and why this
police tactic—and the often-accompanying diagnosis of excited delirium—is so controversial. This will be a scientific deep-dive that is sure to
leave attendees far more educated on this key issue. Dr. Baden will hold a live Q&A following his presentation.

STAGE 2
3:50p ET

Charles Lindbergh was an American hero, but noted criminal defense attorney Linda Kenney Baden (whose high profile clients have included
Jayson Williams, Phil Spector, Aaron Hernandez, and Casey Anthony), says he was also a raging anti-Semite who desired the creation of the
'perfect human race.' Did that have anything to do with the kidnapping and death of his 20-month old son?  Immigrant Bruno Richard
Hauptmann was tried and convicted for the murder of Baby Lindbergh, but did he get the fair defense and trial he deserved?  In this session
you'll get a unique perspective on the O.G. true crime case, including a sneak peek into the case forensics, hidden truths, buried secrets, and
the trial strategy of representing Hauptmann in a modern-day courtroom. This is a must see for all true crime history buffs!

STAGE 1 
4:35p ET

It’s every parent’s worst nightmare and it happened nine years ago to Deborah Bradley and Jeremy Irwin, whose happy baby girl Lisa went
missing from her crib late at night in their Kansas City home. Stolen cell phones and a disturbing debit card charge on the parent’s account
only added to the mystery. No stone will be left unturned until this case is solved. This story will also be examined on the HLN Original Series
Real Life Nightmare airing Sunday, November 29 10pm ET/PT with a call to action: 816-474-TIPS.

STAGE 2
4:35p ET DEBORAH BRADLEY, JEREMY IRWIN, CYNTHIA SHORT, ANGIE RICONO, JIM SPELLMAN, with  SUSAN HENDRICKS

ID presents "WHO KILLED THE LYON SISTERS?"

ABUSE OF POWER: A DEEP DIVE INTO LAW ENFORCEMENT ETHICS
DAVID RUDOLF & SONYA PFEIFFER with SHAUN HITTLE & ROSS DINERSTEIN

"I CAN'T BREATHE"
DR. MICHAEL BADEN

WHO KILLED BABY LINDBERGH?
LINDA KENNEY BADEN

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS





WARNING: Your kids do not want you to attend this session. One session with deception detection expert Mark McClish and not only will you
know when your kids are fibbing, you'll know how to spot liars everywhere. Mark McClish is a retired Supervisory Deputy United States Marshal.
He spent nine years teaching interviewing techniques at Marshals Service Training Academy. During this time, he developed the Statement
Analysis® techniques to detect deception in a verbal and written statements. During his session, he'll take a look at one of the - if we do say
so ourselves - worst liars in recent true crime memory. You'll learn how to spot the verbal "tells" that indicate deception.

STAGE 2
5:15p ET

We're excited to hear that The Man With the Golden Voice is working on a NEW upcoming true crime podcast -- and he's joining us at
CrimeCon: House Arrest to give us the scoop! Better yet, Keith will be joined by longtime friend and fellow Dateline correspondent Josh
Mankiewicz (that's right, a DOUBLE SHOT of Mayor Mank!) to dish on the new podcast and engage in plenty of that Mank/Morrison witty banter
we've all come to know and love. So, what's the upcoming podcast? We're going to wait and let Keith tell you, because nobody can do it better
or more baritone than The Man himself. But if you're a fan of Keith's first podcast serial The Thing About Pam, it's safe to say that you can not
miss this session!

STAGE 1 
6:00p ET

True or False: when someone dies by strangulation, there will always be visible evidence. Think you know the answer? You may be
surprised!  Dr. Bill Smock is the nation's only police surgeon and leading expert on both fatal and non-fatal strangulation, and his CrimeCon:
House Arrest session is a doozy for those who love to learn about gory topics without seeing a lot of gory imagery (maybe some, just not a
lot). Dr. Smock will set straight many myths and misconceptions about strangulation; the physiological processes that occur when pressure
is applied to the neck; and how death can occur from strangulation days, weeks, or even months after strangulation trauma.

STAGE 2
6:00p ET

CHRIS WATTS: BREAKING DOWN THE LIES
MARK McCLISH

DATELINE presents: LEAN IN & LISTEN UP
KEITH MORRISON & JOSH MANKIEWICZ

HOW WE DIE: DEBUNKING THE MYTHS ABOUT STRANGULATION DEATHS
DR. BILL SMOCK

You know him. You love him. And now he’s back with a case that’s haunted him for years. In a CrimeCon: House Arrest exclusive, Paul Holes
takes you into the mysterious murder of Emmon Bodfish, a reclusive business owner and investment banker formerly known as Margaret
Bodfish. Did Bodfish die at the hands of a transphobic killer? In a murder-suicide pact with his son? Could his death be related to his Druid
religion practices?  During House Arrest, Paul will reveal crime scene photos, analysis of blood splatter patterns, and diary excerpts from
Bodfish himself before a LIVE Q&A with House Arrest viewers.This is a session you won't want to miss from one of the best true crime
storytellers on the scene!

THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME
PAUL HOLES

STAGE 1 
6:40p ET

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS



SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

Dan Schneider and Charlotte Bismuth are two people from different walks of life who were both pulled into America's raging opioid epidemic
from two different perspectives: pharmacist Schneider when his son Danny was shot during an altercation with a drug dealer and prosecutor
Bismuth as she worked to bring down one of the largest "pill pushers" in the industry. True crime enthusiasts watched Dan's tragic story play
out on Netflix's hit docuseries The Pharmacist -- and he won over their hearts along the way. Bismuth, a former member of New York City’s
Office of the Special Narcotics Prosecutor helped to convict Doctor Stan Li of manslaughter in 2014 after an investigation showed he was
grossly overprescribing opioids including the deadly fentanyl. In this session, Charlotte and Dan will talk about how their different
perspectives -- but shared experiences -- brought them together and how they'll work to continue bringing attention to the "invisible pain" of
those struggling with the opioid epidemic. Stick around after the session for a live Q&A!

STAGE 2
6:40p ET

BAD MEDICINE: PRESCRIPTION FOR CRIME
DAN "THE PHARMACIST" SCHNEIDER & CHARLOTTE BISMUTH



ATTENTION LIVE-ONLY VIEWERS: YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE MISSING
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